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turbo diesel

The evergreen Golf became VW’s biggest seller in 
2002, with over 30 million sales to date and still no 
sign of its popularity waning. Through seven model 
generations, the combination of front wheel drive 
and hatchback practicality has proved to be just what 
the market wants.

Since their introduction, the diesel versions have 
claimed a large part of the Golf’s market share, 
especially with the move from normally aspirated to 

turbo diesels. As the Golf has evolved, so too has the 
sophistication of the Garrett turbos fitted to it.

Technology increases efficiency 
Evolving from simple Wastegate to complex  
Variable Nozzle Turbine (VNT), the turbos have 
steadily raised the Golf’s power output with significant 
reductions in fuel consumption and emissions – 
ensuring it was already compliant with the 2020 
CO2 standard in 2013.
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Advancing turbo technology 
is continually extracting more 
power from smaller engines. 
Now Mercedes is 

demonstrating this dramatically 
with their A45 AMG model.

Thanks to the BorgWarner twin 
scroll turbo, this high spec A Class model 

has the world’s most powerful production four cylinder 
engine. From just two litres, it produces over 350 bhp 
(265 kW) – a quite incredible 180 bhp (133 kW) per 

litre. Maximum torque is a mighty 331 lb/ft (450 Nm), 
available from low revs for spectacular acceleration.

All this is made possible by an exhaust system carefully 
tuned to provide the optimum levels of back pressure 
and gas temperature, and the twin scroll turbo that can 
deliver maximum boost pressure of 1.8 bar. Air-water 
intercooling keeps the highly compressed charge air 
cool, for efficiency and reliability. The effectiveness of 
the A45’s set up is shown not just by its prodigious 
power output, but also by an average consumption 
figure of 34 mpg and Euro 6 emissions compliance.

The world’s most powerful four-cylinder turbo.

The evolution of the

Golf I
1976

Golf II
1983

Golf III
1993

Golf IV
1997

Golf VI
2009

Golf VII
2012

Displacement 1.5L 1.6L 1.9L 1.9L 1.6L 1.6L

Turbo
Naturally
aspirated

Wastegate Wastegate VNT 1st Gen VNT 3rd Gen VNT 5th Gen

Power (hp) 50 70 90 110 105 110

0-60mph 17.0 sec 13.7 sec 12.5 sec 10.6 sec 11.3 sec 10.5 sec

Fuel economy 6.5 l/100km 5.5 l/100km 5.0 l/100km 4.9 l/100km 3.8 l/100km 3.2 l/100km

CO2 Emissions 176 g/km 149 g/km 135 g/km 132 g/km 99 g/km 85 g/km
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Turbo technology
Garrett’s smaller turbo packs 
a mightier punch.

Sales Team 01895 466666   Technical Helpline 01895 466663

Your factor can now find you the 
correct BTN supplied turbo fast, by 
looking up our entries in the MAM 
Autocat+ catalogue. We’ve added 
5,300 lines of continually updated 
live application data, which covers 
the latest details of 1,585 turbo-
chargers available from BTN Turbo. 

Autocat+ cross-references the data 
against the MMI (Make Model 
Index). This improves 
search accuracy and 
helps ensure you get 
the right turbo from  
our extensive stocks, 
first time.

Ask for us via Autocat+

Recently in Turbozone we’ve highlighted the trend 
for smaller turbocharged petrol engines developing 
the same power as conventional larger engines. 
Now turbochargers are getting smaller too, yet 
producing more boost than larger turbos.

Simple science 
Garrett’s DualBoost™ Twin-Flow Turbocharger uses 
a simple idea to great effect. Imagine a toy plastic 
windmill; if you blow straight at it, it barely turns. 
But if you blow at an angle, towards its axis, it 
spins round fast.

Conventional turbos have radial turbine blades, 
causing inertia as exhaust gas is forced through 90° 
to produce axial motion. But Garrett’s Twin-Flow 
directs the gas so it flows axially when it meets the 
blades. This cuts inertia by 50% compared to a 
conventional radial blade turbine, and generates 
more boost. 

Even pulses 
As an engine’s cylinders fire sequentially, exhaust 
gases exit in irregular pulses which conflict with 
each other, reducing the flow into the turbo.  
The Twin-Flow turbo uses divider walls in the 
turbine housing to separate the gas pulses, 
cancelling out interference between them. The 
full energy of each pulse is maintained right up 
to the turbine wheel. 

Better all round 
By combining flow separation, maximum pulse 
utilisation and ultra low inertia, the Garrett Dual 
Boost™ Twin-Flow helps the engine respond 
faster to sudden changes in load or throttle 
position. It also generates up to 55% more torque 
than a conventional turbo.

A compact turbo that delivers greater efficiency 
and a more responsive driving experience? Truly  
a knockout performance.

Turning the air before it reaches the 
turbine increases power, reduces inertia 

and allows the turbo to be smaller.

The divider wall 
balances airflow 
from the separate 
cylinders.

RADIAL AXIAL

Cylinders 1&4 
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A warranty worth having
Every turbo BTN supplies is 100% OE, 
so you can be confident they’ll perform 
correctly and work reliably. We support 
them with our two-year warranty 
against manufacturing faults (plus 
our 12month no-quibble warranty for 
diesel heavy commercials).

Fair and accurate 
So when we receive a warranty claim, 
how do we resolve it? To ensure 
the process is scrupulously fair and 
accurate, we start by checking the part 
number, to ensure it’s a BTN-supplied 
turbo and not a counterfeit unit. 

Spinning at 6,000 revs per second 
Sometimes the fault is obvious, such 
as damaged turbine blades and vanes. 
With the blades rotating at up to 
360,000 rpm, even a tiny part  
sucked into the turbo can cause 
terminal damage.

Photographic evidence 
The majority of failures are oil-related, and diagnosis usually 
requires our specialist test equipment. We take photos to show 
how the parts are damaged, and our report explains the cause 
– typically oil contamination, starvation or leaks. 

Diagnostic help 
Less than 1% of turbo failures are due to manufacturing faults, 
but if we find that’s the case, we’ll replace the turbo quickly 
and without fuss. When external issues such as oil problems  
caused the failure, our report 
will help you find the fault, so 
you can rectify it before fitting 
another turbo. 1

This is one of a series of Turbo Failure Fact Sheets from BTN Turbo.  Safeguard your reputation and your business – make sure you read them all.

  Turbochargers are very reliable: less than 1% of turbos fail due to a manufacturing 
fault with the turbo itself. 

  95% of turbo failures are because of problems with oil starvation, oil contamination 
or foreign object damage. 

BEFORE YOU FIT A NEW TURBO, FIND OUT WHAT CAUSED THE FIRST UNIT TO FAIL 
OR YOU RISK THE REPLACEMENT FAILING TOO.
Why does oil contamination damage turbos?
As turbochargers can operate at over 240,000 rpm and endure temperatures of 950°C, turbo 
bearings are under great stress. The turbine shaft and bearings rotate in a thin film of oil. 
Consequently any fault with the oil supply to the turbo means its bearings are likely to fail 
before the engine’s main bearings. Running a turbo without oil for five seconds is as harmful 
as running an engine without oil for five minutes.
While it is important to check the engine oil pressure meets the manufacturer’s specifications, 
it is even more critical that the oil feed pipes to the turbo are clean and clear, so you are 
certain they can supply uncontaminated oil, at the correct pressure. Contaminated or dirty oil 
will scratch or score the bearings, leading to rapid wear and ultimately, turbocharger failure.What causes contaminated oil?
•  A blocked, damaged or poor quality oil filter.
•  High carbon build-up in the engine. This can rapidly contaminate even new oil.•  Accidental contamination of new oil during servicing.•  A malfunctioning oil filter bypass valve.

•  Engine wear, leaving swarf deposits in the oil.
•  Oil that has degraded due to excessive temperatures or extended service intervalsPreventing turbo failure caused by contaminated oil•  Always use fresh oil and new oil filters as recommended by the engine manufacturer 

when fitting a new turbo. 
•  Ensure the oil is the correct grade for the engine.•  Clean or replace oil inlet pipes to eliminate any carbon deposits or sludge that could 

enter the turbo or restrict oil flow to the bearings

BTN Turbo supplies brand new replacement turbochargers, made by the original manufacturers to the highest quality standards. Though we confidently guarantee them, 
our standard warranty does not cover turbocharger failure caused by oil contamination.

TURBO FAILURE:

OIL CONTAMINATION

The Turbochager People

FACT 
SHEET

This marking is evidence of 
contaminated oil 

Severe scoring on to the  
journal bearings

Extreme wear on the  
turbine shaft 

DS76 ISSuE 1

   711736-5001s

TURBO NEW - PERKINS

   RJ11588W

FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT

 CLAIM NO.  WX18003

Reason for claim:

 Play in shaft

 DATE  24/03/2015

 CUSTOMER

Cooke Autos
 CA1376

 GRN  Martin

 PART NUMBER

 DESCRIPTION

 SERIAL NUMBER

 MILEAGE ON PART

 ORIGINAL ORDER  S32585

 DATE FITTED 03/03/2015 

 DATE FAILED 20/03/2015 

 PHOTO EVIDENCE Yes

   Heavy Rub on Profile
TURBINE HOUSING

Observations:

   Mechanism Sticking
WASTEGATE ASSY

   Rubbed on Turbine Housing
TURBINE WHEEL

   Heavily Worn and Scored
SHAFT JOURNALS

   WornSHROUD
   Bores Scored

CENTRE HOUSING
   Bore Worn and Scored. O.D shot peen finish

JOURNAL BEARINGS
   Thrust Pads Worn and Scored

THRUST BEARINGS
   Worn and Scored

THRUST WASHER
   Bore WornSEAL PLATE
   Rubbed on Compressor Housing

COMP WHEEL
   Profile Worn and Scored

COMP HOUSING
   Good Condition

ACTUATOR

Conclusions:

Cause of failure: oil Contamination. Abrasives in the oil supply to the turbocharger has caused accelerated wear to the journal/thrust 

bearings. The increased tolerances have allowed the rotor wheels to contact the housing, oil loss and failure.

CLAIM STATUS  Rejected REPORT COMPLETED BY  Paul Beeby

PLEASE NOTE WARRANTY UNITS ARE SCRAPPED IF NO INSTRUCTION IS RECEIVED WITHIN 1 MONTH OF THIS REPORT

Our report will show you the 
damage and explain the likely 
cause of the failure.



Fast Facts from BTN

18,000
100% 
OE
turbos, both OE New and OE Reman 
in our Uxbridge warehouse, ready for 
next day delivery. Just ask your factor 
for a turbo supplied by BTN Turbo. 40 YEARS

of experience supplying 
replacement turbos to the 
aftermarket. Nobody knows 
turbos like BTN Turbo, the 
turbocharger people. 

Sales Team 01895 466666   Technical Helpline 01895 466663

Yes that’s right, or you 
could say 360,000 revs 
per minute. That’s how 
fast the turbocharger 
turbine and compressor 
can spin. It’s why a good 
supply of oil is so important.

6,000
revs per second

Smallest
and lightest turbo we stock  
is for the Smart Fortwo. 
At only 5.7 kilos it’s 
lightweight but the  
Brabus version puts  
out a hefty 100bhp.

Biggest
turbo made is for an earth moving 
mining truck 
with a 120 litre 
engine. We 
stock turbos 
for trucks, 
off-highway, 
agricultural and 
marine engines.

of turbos fail due to a manufacturing 
fault with the turbo itself. With correct 
oil supply and engine servicing they are 
extremely reliable. Something to bear 
in mind when making a warranty claim.

 1%LESS 
THAN

of all turbo failures are due to 
problems with oil supply: starvation, 
contamination or leaks. Make sure 
you diagnose the reason for the failure 
before you fit the replacement turbo.

95%



BTN Turbo has Britain’s largest stocks of 100% Original Equipment turbos: 
over 18,000 - with next day delivery, to get cars and LCVs back on the road fast.

•  Exclusive to BTN. Precision built by the Original Manufacturers 
and fully calibrated and programmed to the ECU.

• Available through our OMX exchange programme. 
• Surcharge applies, refunded on return of the old unit. 
• 2 year warranty, FREE FitKit and fitting instructions.
• Oil feed pipes available for recommended applications.

100% Original Manufacturers 
Remanufactured Turbos.

SAVE 40%UP TO

Whichever turbo 
you choose from BTN, 
it’s always 100% OE.

• Exactly the same as supplied by main dealers.
• Competitively priced, no surcharge or exchange required. 
• 2 year warranty, FREE FitKit and fitting instructions.
• Oil feed pipes available for recommended applications.

100% Original Equipment 
Brand New Turbos.

The turbocharger people
BTN Turbo Limited, BTN House, Zodiac Park, High 
Road, Cowley, Uxbridge, UB8 2GU

T: 01895 466666   F: 01895 466667
E: sales@btnturbo.com   W: www.btnturbo.com

Contact your local factor for a BTN Turbo or call us to find your local stockist.

BTN Turbo is the world’s largest independent turbo supplier. 
Over 18,000 OE turbos in stock, new first fit or remanufactured 
by the original manufacturer. All with 2 year warranty.

Contact your local factor for a genuine OE turbo, supplied by BTN Turbo, 
the turbocharger experts for over 40 years.
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